A thermal-wave interferometric technique based on pure thermal-wave interference using two-cavity photopyroelectric ͑PPE͒ detection has been developed. The salient features of this interferometry are investigated with a general theory, which describes the dependence of the PPE signal on the optical, thermal, and geometric parameters of the thermal-wave cavity configuration. Preliminary experimental results are presented. A major feature of the technique is the efficient suppression of the background PPE signal base line. The physical origins of the interferometry are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The single-beam photopyroelectric ͑PPE͒ technique is a well-established photothermal method used for spectroscopic and thermal characterization of various materials as well as for studies of thermophysical properties of gases. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The basic principle of the single-beam PPE technique is that when a periodically modulated energy source impinges on the surface of a sample, the sample will absorb some of the incident energy and will, in turn, produce a localized temperature increase following a nonradiative deexcitation process. This periodic temperature variation in the sample can be detected with a pyroelectric transducer made of a thin-film pyroelectric material ͓e.g., polyvinylidene fluoride ͑PVDF͔͒. The PPE signal from the pyroelectric transducer is due to a temperature-dependent change in polarization of the pyroelectric material. 1, 2 If the sample does not contact the transducer, the air gap formed in the medial region amounts to a thermal-wave cavity. This cavity confines the thermal-wave oscillation and has been shown to give rise to a standingwave-equivalent structure, the length of which can be tuned to resonant antinode and node patterns. 5 Recently, such thermal-wave resonant cavities have been used for high precision measurements of thermophysical properties of the intracavity gases. 5, 8, 9, 10 In all the conventional embodiments of the PPE technique, 1, 4, 7, 11 a single excitation source is employed with the radiation impinging on either the front-͑PPE͒, or the rear-surface ͓inverse PPE ͑IPPE͔͒ of a PVDF transducer. The sensitivity and dynamic range, however, of the PPE measurement scheme can be compromised in the study of solid transparent materials, due to the substantial base line signal from direct transmission of the incident light onto the detector. In addition, in the case of IPPE, the restriction imposed by the requirement for thermally thin PVDF film and for sample-detector contact further compromises the dynamic range of photopyroelectric sensor devices. Some earlier efforts were made to lower the instrumental base line of PPE detection systems: differential front-surface polarization modulation 12 and out-of-phase sample-surface modulation 6 PPE schemes involve the formation of destructive thermalwave interference inside the body of a solid sample. They have been used with considerable enhancement of the signalto-noise ratio owing to base line suppression. Nevertheless, the specific thin-surface-film preparation, vacuum environment, and optical excitation wavelength requirements imposed on the former technique cannot be met by a large number of geometries and materials, which do not exhibit discrete polarization states. Furthermore, bulk thermal inhomogeneities and the strong thermal-wave dispersion inside a solid, photothermally excited by out-of-phase surface modulation of two laser beams clearly limit the dynamic range of the latter technique, which usually results in an incomplete base line suppression, exacerbated with increasing sample thickness.
In this work, the theory and preliminary experimental methodology of a thermal-wave interferometric technique is developed. The technique is based on the spatial interference of thermal waves within the body of the pyroelectric transducer, independently of the sample. It has been developed in order to overcome the shortcomings of the earlier interferometric methodologies and may be regarded as the evolution of the method presented in Ref. 6 , in that it creates out-ofphase destructive interference patterns between highly aligned thermal waves in the transducer itself, resulting in complete base line suppression. Unlike other prior ͑''conventional''͒ photothermal interferometric schemes, [12] [13] [14] [15] the new technique is not based on monitoring thermal waves resulting from direct optical interference patterns, such as those generated by two appropriately modulated laser beams ͑e.g., intensity, phase or polarization modulation͒. In the present coherence scheme, thermal waves are induced by two intensity-modulated beams, split off a single laser source and with a fixed phase shift relationship between them. The usually large instrumental PPE base line signal and a significant portion of the noise can be efficiently suppressed within the PVDF detector if the two laser beams are collinearly incident on opposite surfaces of the thin pyroelectric film, a͒ Electronic mail: mandelis@mie.utoronto.ca and with 180°relative phase shift. In this fashion, much higher signal sensitivity and dynamic range PPE measurements than with the conventional single-beam PPE configurations are expected and have been confirmed very recently in this laboratory. In order to demonstrate the physical principle of this technique, in view of our preliminary experimental results, a general theory is presented, which describes the dependence of the PPE signal from a thin-film PVDF detector on the optical, thermal, and geometric parameters of the dual thermal-wave-cavity configuration, formed by the noncontacting sample, the PVDF and the reference solid. Several special cases of the theory corresponding to various possible experimental configurations are also presented and its advantages over the single-beam noninterferometric PPE method are discussed.
II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL GENERAL MODEL OF PURELY THERMAL-WAVE PPE INTERFEROMETRY
The most general configuration diagram for purely thermal-wave PPE interferometry using a one-dimensional heat transfer model is shown in Fig. 1 . Two laser beams of intensities I 1 and I 2 , respectively, are split off of a laser source and are modulated at the same angular frequency ͑͒. They have a fixed, adjustable phase shift ͑⌬͒, and are incident onto the front and rear surfaces of a PVDF detector, passing through noncontacting optically transparent sample and reference media, which, along with the PVDF sensor in the middle, form the thermal-wave cavities g2 and g3 as shown in Fig. 1 . The incident beams are assumed to illuminate the PVDF sensor uniformly with spot sizes much larger than the thermal diffusion length in PVDF, so that the onedimensionality of the heat transfer model is assured. The thickness of the sample, the reference, the PVDF detector and the lengths of cavities g2, g3 are l, m, d, L and L 1 , respectively. The sample and the reference have optical absorption coefficient ␤ s , ␤ r , respectively. Light absorption by the sample-PVDF transducer-reference system and nonradiative energy conversion to heat increases the temperature of the PVDF sensor, which results in a potential difference between the two surfaces of the transducer due to the photopyroelectric effect. The photopyroelectric signal from the PVDF detector is proportional to the average ac temperature of the PVDF film detector. 7 It is governed by coupled one-dimensional heat diffusion equations subject to appropriate boundary conditions of thermal-wave field and flux continuity across each interface (g1-S, S-g2, g2-P, P-g3, g3-R, and R-g4) of Fig. 1 . In the theoretical treatment of the most general case, gaseous media of different thermophysical properties are assumed to exist in regions g1, g2, g3, and g4. Assuming negligible radiative heat transfer to the sensor from the heated sample and reference, especially in the case of transparent materials, 9 the appropriate thermal-wave equations have the form
iϭ1,2,3,4 for regions g1, g2, g3 and g4, ͑1a͒
In Eqs. ͑1͒, i ϭ(1ϩ j)ͱ/2␣ i is the complex thermal diffusion coefficient in region i (iϭg1, g2, g3, g4, S, P, R) with thermal diffusivity ␣ i ; k s ,k r is the thermal conductivity of the sample and the reference, respectively; ␤ s ,␤ r and s , r are the optical absorption coefficients and the opticalto-thermal energy conversion coefficients of the sample and the reference, respectively. I ts (x), I tr (x) are the total optical fluence contributions to the depth x in the sample and in the reference media, 3 which are given as follows:
where where the right-hand sides of Eqs. ͑3a͒ and ͑3b͒ represent the incident beam intensities at the front and rear surfaces of the PVDF thin film, respectively, with due consideration of the infinite set of reflections of the incident beam within the sample and the reference media. 3 The PPE signal from the PVDF detector, assuming a short thermal time constant compared to the inverse of the modulation frequency, can be written as
Here S() is the instrumental transfer function, a frequencydependent factor related to the associated PVDF-signal amplification and processing electronics. 16 It is usually normalized out by means of frequency scans of samples with wellknown frequency responses. T p (x,) is the local complex thermal-wave field in the PVDF, which must be calculated from the above coupled boundary-value problems.
After a considerable amount of algebraic manipulation, the output photopyroelectric signal ͑voltage mode͒ for the geometry of Fig. 1 can be finally expressed as follows:
where 
Expressions for H 1 , H 2 and G 3 , G 4 are given in the Appendix. From the structure of the PPE output voltage of Eq. ͑5͒, it can be seen that the first term in the numerator represents the contribution from the front beam, through the sample and the intracavity gas layer g2. The second term originates from the rear incident beam, through the reference layer and the intracavity gas layer g3. Therefore, the overall output signal is the result of the complex ͑vectorial͒ superposition of two thermal wave fields within the PVDF detector generated by two incident laser beams of equal fluences modulated with a fixed phase shift ⌬.
III. SPECIAL CASES
Equation ͑5͒ explicitly demonstrates that the general PPE output signal from the system shown in Fig. 1 is a function of the solid sample and the reference, as well as the constituents of the two thermal-wave cavities formed between the PVDF film and the two solids on either side. The complicated dependence of the signal on the parameters of this system, however, makes any specific physical insight into Eq. ͑5͒ very difficult in the general case. Therefore, in this work it is instructive to consider several special cases of theoretical and practical importance, according to several possible configurations among the incident beams, the sample and the reference.
A. Single laser beam; no reference medium; one "front… thermal-wave cavity
If the rear laser beam and the reference medium are absent, or if the rear beam is absent and the reference solid is placed far away from the PVDF compared to the thermal diffusion length in the gaseous cavity g3, then in terms of the foregoing model we must set I 2 ϭ0 and either mϭ0 ͑in the absence of a reference solid͒, or e Ϫ 3 L 1 →0 ͑if the reference is placed far away from the detector͒. In both cases Eq. ͑5͒ reduces to the following simplified expression:
gives the general expression corresponding to the single-beam PPE technique. 3 In the present case, however, the finite thickness of the PVDF sensor is account for. In the earlier theoretical treatment 3 the PVDF was assumed to be semi-infinite. Figure 2 shows the effect of the finite thickness of the PVDF element on the output signal for a fixed cavity length, Lϭ200 m ͑see Fig. 1͒ . It was assumed that the transparent sample is a Ti-sapphire laser crystal disk with a thickness of 0.1295 cm 3 and the gaseous media on both sides of the PVDF detector are the same ͑air͒. The parameters which were used in Eq. ͑7͒ for the simulation are: Fig. 2 that the PPE output signal depends on the thickness of the PVDF detector in the thermally thin range. 7 With increased thickness, the thermally thick condition prevails:
7 the amplitude of the output signal exhibits the expected oscillatory behavior with a global maximum at thickness ϳ40 m, before reaching a constant ͑thermally thick͒ value; and the phase decreases monotonically before assuming a constant ͑thermally thick͒ value. Figure 2 shows that for the foregoing parameters, the PVDF film may be assumed ''semi-infinite'' if its thickness is greater than ϳ200 m. Figure 3 shows the output signal ͑amplitude and phase͒ as a function of the front cavity length, L, formed between a Ti-sapphire sample and the PVDF detector, with the sensor thickness as a parameter. The output PPE signal amplitude peak position shows some shift to longer cavity lengths with increasing PVDF thickness, while the overall phase lag decreases. This is physically as expected, because thinner transducers confine the composite thermal-wave centroid closer to the far wall of the cavity ͑origin͒, as witnessed by the amplitude shift toward the origin, and the decreased phase lag. Therefore, for quantitative analysis it is of practical importance to take into account the thickness of the pyroelectric transducer for PVDF films thinner than ϳ200 m, as is usually the case with PPE measurements. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] If the thickness of the PVDF is assumed to be semi-infinite, Eq. ͑7͒ reduces, as expected, to the single-beam expression given as Eq. ͑11͒ in Ref. 3 .
B. Two laser beams; no sample or reference; no thermal-wave cavity
If both sample and reference are absent ͓or both sample and reference are placed in the optical transmission ͑OT͒ mode (L,L 1 →ϱ)͔, the following limiting values must be set in Fig. 1 : If the experimental system is exposed to the same ambient gas medium ͑usually, air͒ on both sides of the transducer, then subscripts 2ϭ3ϭg in Eq. ͑8a͒, which further reduces to
. ͑8b͒
This is the simplest case of coherent interference of two thermal waves of different amplitudes, which are generated directly within the PVDF detector by two oppositely incident laser beams of arbitrary fluence and arbitrary phase shift. Equation ͑8b͒ shows that constructive or destructive interference patterns will appear when the relative phase shift ⌬ ϭ0°or 180°, respectively. Figure 4 shows the amplitude and phase of the interference-generated PPE signal, Eq. ͑8b͒, as functions of the phase shift ⌬ at different fluence ratios of the two laser beams. The parameters used in the simulation are:
, dϭ52 m. Other parameters are the same as those used in Fig. 2 . It is observed in Fig. 4 that the fully destructive interference pattern occurs in the amplitude channel when I 2 /I 1 ϭ1 and only for odd integral multiples of 180°, curve b, while the phase increases linearly with increasing phase shift. A large constant base line PPE signal appears in the case of I 2 /I 1 ϭ0 ͑i.e., the single-beam case͒, curve a, independent of ⌬, characteristic of complete absence of thermal-wave interference, as expected. Comparing the two foregoing patterns, the advantage of the situation depicted by curve b at the nodes becomes immediately apparent in terms of the large coherent base line signal suppression, theoretically to zero level. In this mode, the thermalwave interferometer acts as a sensitive detector of purely optical radiation variations between the intensities of the two incident beams. In practice, one is left with the residual experimental system noise under full destructive interference: experimentally, we found that if we use a 5 mW laser beam modulated at 10 Hz, we obtain an output PPE signal V 0 ϳ3 mV by blocking the rear incident beam. Under the same experimental conditions, we can easily obtain a minimum interference output signal V i ϳ1 V for fully destructive interference. This represents a figure-of-merit (FOMϭV 0 /V i ) of the PPE thermal-wave interferometer of ϳ3000. Under these conditions, a very small variation in output signal on the order of 1 V caused by an intensity change of the front laser beam as a result of an optical or photothermal fluctuation can be readily sensed by a fully destructive thermalwave interferometer with practical resolution of 0.1 V.
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By contrast, the same variation in the output signal is impossible to detect with the single-beam method with practical resolution of 0.01 mV. It should be noted that conventional optical detectors such as photodiodes, cannot exhibit such high FOM, because the protective transparent overlayer and/ or the nonnormal incidence of two laser beams on the active area ͑front surface͒ of the detector make it harder to produce precise spatial symmetries, coincidence and equal spot sizes. Therefore, optical detectors are capable of only partial fluence ͑and thus base line͒ cancellation, as equivalently shown by the intermediate case of partially destructive interference in Fig. 4͑a͒ , curve c. This is not a problem using the simple normal incidence arrangement from both sides of the PPE interferometer depicted in Fig. 1 . Thus, unlike conventional optical detectors, the PPE fully destructive interferometer has the potential to be an optimum FOM instrument for optical beam power/fluence characterization.
C. Two laser beams; no reference medium; single thermal-wave cavity
If the reference medium is absent ͑or if it is fixed at a very large distance compared to the thermal diffusion length It is easy to see that the difference between this case and the case discussed in Sec. III A is that the interference term (G 2 ЈH 2 Ј) appears in Eq. ͑9͒. This is an experimentally simple and useful case, because only the properties and the geometric parameters of the sample are involved. This situation is encountered in the study of optically transparent samples, in which a large base line signal from the direct optical transmission of the incident beam passing through the sample is usually the dominant factor limiting the sensitivity of the PPE measurement. 18 Fully destructive thermal-wave interferometry in the single-cavity mode can suppress the transmission base line and enhance the thermal component of the total PPE signal compared to case III B, where the interferometer in the absence of a sample can only detect optical ͑fluence͒ variations between the two incident laser beams.
A simple application of this PPE interferometric detection mode in the scanning imaging of a transparent optical material using the experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6 . Two laser beams, which are split from one laser and modulated at the same frequency, are incident onto the front and rear surfaces of a PVDF detector. The relative intensities of the two beams can be adjusted by a linear intensity attenuator ͑neutral density filter͒, and the phase shift between the two beams is precisely controlled by adjusting an optical chopper. The reference is placed onto a single-axis micro stage for the purpose of scanning the cavity (g 3 ) length between the reference and the PVDF element. The sample is mounted onto a three-axes micro stage, which allows for changing of the cavity (g 2 ) length and the scanning imaging of the sample. A PVDF circular film, 52 m thick and 1.2 cm in diameter, is mounted on an aluminum support with a hole in its base and acts as the PPE signal transducer.
The thermal-wave signal from the PVDF is then fed into a lock-in amplifier ͑EG&G model 5210͒ without further amplification.
The PPE image shown in Fig. 6 is that of a Ti-sapphire laser disk with a diameter of 1.5 cm and thickness of 0.1295 cm. The experiment was conducted in the purely optical mode, with the Ti-sapphire disk having been placed far from the PVDF detector ͓i.e., L→ϱ in Eq. ͑9͔͒. Thus, a very simple formula only involving the optical properties of the sample can be obtained Once the PVDF detector and the measuring system are chosen, the first two ratios in Eq. ͑11͒ become fixed constants. If the phase shift ⌬ϭ180°and the relative fluences of the two beams (I 1 ,I 2 ) are adjusted such that the output signal is zero at the onset of the scanning, this effectively zeros the term in brackets in Eq. ͑11͒. In principle, the ratio I 1 /I 2 resulting from this zeroing operation yields an accurate value of the optical absorption coefficient ␤ s of the transparent material, if its surface reflectance R s is known or remains constant throughout the scan. After the single-point zeroing correction, any optical defects and/or surface or bulk nonuniformities will introduce changes in R s and/or ␤ s in Eq. ͑11͒, which can be sensitively monitored as a signal departure from the noise-limited base line. Moreover, another advantage of this scanning imaging technique is that the noise component due to intensity fluctuations or drift of the common laser-beam source is also coherently suppressed. Figure 6 shows two PPE images of a 6ϫ6 mm 2 area at the center of the laser disk. Both the single-beam method and the thermal-wave interferometric method yield the same basic image of this area. In the region labeled xϭ4 -6 mm, both images show higher transmission but less uniformity than the region labeled xϭ1 -4 mm. The highest optical uniformity of this material is located in the region bounded between x ϭ1 -4 mm and yϭ1 -4 mm, as deduced from the interferometric image, Fig. 6͑b͒ . The single-beam image, Fig. 6͑a͒ , shows almost perfect flatness in this region caused by lack of dynamic range, a result of the dominating optical transmission signal base line. The thermal-wave interferometric image, however, shows the surface morphology amplified by a factor of approx. 300. The most significant difference between the two images occurs in the region bounded by x ϭ1 -3 mm and yϭ4 -6 mm. The thermal-wave-interference image shows a gradual and continuous increase in the amplitude from ϳ0 -12 V with the practical resolution of ϳ1 V, while the single-beam image only exhibits three levels ͑labeled 0, 1, and 2͒ limited by lack of signal quantization. In conclusion, Fig. 6 shows that optical imaging with PPE interferometric thermal waves is superior to singlebeam imaging with respect to sensitivity, resolution and signal dynamic range. Therefore, this technique is a promising new tool for optical scanning imaging.
D. Two laser beams; two thermal-wave cavities
In view of the structure of Eq. ͑5͒, it can be seen that the first term in the numerator is due to the front incident beam, with the G 1 term representing the contribution from the direct transmission of the incident light and the G 3 term being the thermal contribution due to the optical-to-thermal conversion process in the sample. The same situation occurs with the rear beam and the reference sample: here G 2 and G 4 represent the direct transmission of the rear beam and the optical-to-thermal conversion process at the reference sample, respectively. If both cavity walls are opaque, G 1 and G 2 are equal to zero, with only the contributions from G 3 and G 4 appearing in Eq. ͑5͒. By contrast, if both cavity walls are highly transparent, only contributions from G 1 and G 2 have to be taken into account due to the comparatively negligible contributions from the G 3 and G 4 terms. Therefore, two different operational mechanisms and configurations with either transparent or opaque walls can be employed and will be discussed separately.
Highly transparent cavity walls; spectroscopic mode
Due to the very weak absorption coefficient of the sample and the reference, the thermal contributions to the overall PPE signal resulting from the optical-to-thermal conversion processes after the optical absorption are very small. Theoretical simulations of Eq. ͑5͒ show that the contributions from the direct transmissions of the front and rear beam onto the PVDF detector (G 1 and G 2 terms͒ are 3-4 orders of magnitude greater than contributions from the optical absorption processes (G 3 and G 4 terms͒ for all cavity lengths. Therefore, the overall PPE signal can be simplified by neglecting G 3 and G 4 terms in Eq. ͑5͒. Owing to this fact, a major application corresponding to this case can be expected in the measurements of the optical properties of the sample which are included in the G 1 term if the reference is well defined. For this application, the entire measurement system is assumed to be exposed to the same gaseous ambient in practice. By setting subscripts 1ϭ2ϭ3ϭ4ϭg in Eq. ͑5͒, the overall PPE signal reduces to
The symbols used in Eq. ͑12͒ have the same meanings as those in Eq. ͑5͒. As expected, if both sample and reference are placed far away from the PVDF detector, Eq. ͑12͒ reduces to case III B above, with I 1 and I 2 being replaced by G 1 and G 2 , respectively. There is no advantage of the present geometry over that of case III B in the purely optical mode. In fact, the simplicity of that configuration, without the complicating presence of the reference sample, must be noted. The advantage of the double thermal-wave cavity appears in the near field, where both sample and reference are placed in thermal contact with the PVDF detector, i.e., the cavity lengths have to be smaller than one thermal diffusion length in the gas. Figure 7 shows the PPE signal resulting from scanning the sample cavity length L from the purely optical mode to the thermally contacting mode, while the reference cavity length is fixed at a thermally contacting L 1 ϭ0.02 cm. To simulate the effect of the optical absorption coefficient (␤ s ) of the sample on the PPE output signal, the sample and the reference were assumed to have the same thickness and thermal properties but different optical absorption coefficients. . The modulation frequency is fixed at f ϭ26.6 Hz and the entire system operates in open air. Figure  7 shows that the theoretical outputs in both amplitude and phase channels are very sensitive to the change in the optical absorption coefficient of the sample (␤ s ). As expected from symmetry, the output in amplitude has a sharp dip to zero when scanning the sample-PVDF cavity length to the distance LϭL 1 in the case of ␤ s ϭ␤ r . Under those same conditions, the phase being the ratio of the quadrature and the in-phase signal ͑both zero͒ becomes undetermined ͓a spike in Fig. 7͑b͔͒ ; compare curve ͑b͒ in Fig. 4͑b͒ . If ␤ s is slightly different from ␤ r , the amplitude minimum is not equal to zero, and its position depends sensitively on the difference between the values of these two parameters ͓Fig. 7͑a͔͒. In the insets of Fig. 7 , experimental results are shown to demonstrate the capability of the method. In the experiment, two ''identical'' commercial Schott BK7 window glasses, 0.3 cm thick were used. The experimental conditions were the same as those assumed in the theoretical simulation. The relative intensities and the phase shift between the two incident beams were adjusted, such that the output equals zero in the absence of both the sample and the reference: I 1 ϭI 2 and ⌬ϭ180°. Then the reference and sample were put in place, in thermal contact with the PVDF, and the sample cavity length L was scanned. Fitting experimental data to amplitude is preferable, due to the sharp minimum in this PPE channel. By fitting the amplitude of the PPE signal to Eq. ͑12͒, a difference in optical absorption coefficient of ⌬␤ϭ(␤ r Ϫ␤ s )ϭ9.7ϫ10
Ϫ3 cm Ϫ1 between the sample and the reference was found. Then, the PPE phase was fitted using the ⌬␤ value obtained from the amplitude fit to ascertain consistency and validity. Numerical fitting further showed that this relative measurement is independent of the value of the optical absorption coefficient of the reference (␤ r ), which must be used in the fitting, in a wide range of optical absorption coefficients from 10 Ϫ3 to 10 Ϫ1 cm
Ϫ1
, which is the case for most optical glasses. Therefore, thermal-wave destructive interferometry provides a very useful method for measuring very small differences in the optical absorption coefficient of two samples quantitatively. The absolute value of the optical absorption coefficient of the sample can also be measured, if ␤ r is known.
To optimize the measurement, different modulation frequencies can be considered. Figure 8 shows the effect of the modulation frequency on the PPE output signal, in which the cavity length at the reference side is fixed at 0.02 cm, and the absorption coefficients of the sample and the reference are assumed to be ␤ r ϭ0.04 and ␤ s ϭ0.03 cm
, respectively. Figure 8͑a͒ shows that higher modulation frequency gives a greater positional shift from the reference position and a greater deviation of the minimum output from zero. Therefore, higher modulation frequency provides higher sensitivity of the measurement in the amplitude channel. However, higher frequency will produce a smaller output signal, hence lower measurement signal-to-noise ratio, and will also produce smaller phase variation ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒. As a result, an optimal trade-off operation frequency should be chosen for a given experiment.
Opaque cavity walls; thermophysical mode
In the case of entirely opaque walls, no direct optical transmission of the incident light is possible. The PPE signal is due to interfering thermal waves originating in optical-tothermal power conversion of the saturated 7 optical absorption of the incident light on the exterior surfaces of the sample and the reference. These thermal waves are ͑mainly͒ conductively transmitted to the PVDF. The demodulated signal should be zero if the gases in the two cavities are the same, the opaque sample and reference are identical geometrically, and thermally, and the two beams are adjusted such that I 1 ϭI 2 , with ⌬ϭ180°͑fully destructive interference͒. If the gaseous ambient in one of the cavities is changed, the symmetry between the two thermal wave cavities is broken, and thus a net output signal is expected to appear. Therefore, a highly sensitive differential thermophysical gas sensor can be designed based on this principle. For the purposes of designing this sensor, the foregoing theory of the PPE interferometer suggests that totally opaque materials must be used for both sample and reference cavity walls to reduce the complexity of the theoretical analysis and experimental operation. It can be further assumed that the PVDF is thermally thick, the gas ambient in regions g1, g2, and g4 is the same in the simplest case, while the gas under investigation is confined in region g3 ͑Fig. 1͒. Under these conditions, the following values are inserted in Eq. ͑5͒: subscripts 1ϭ4ϭ2 ( 3) and rϭs; totally opaque sample and reference cavity ''walls'' give e Ϫ␤ s l →0, e Ϫ␤ r m →0, which leads to G 1 ϭ0 and G 2 ϭ0. Equation ͑5͒ reduces to
The output signal is a complex function of the thermal coupling coefficients between the intracavity gases and the cavity walls. However, once the cavity walls and the geometric parameters of the system are fixed, the signal is only a function of the intracavity gases, the thermophysical properties of which are included very sensitively in the exponential functions in Eq. ͑13͒, and less so in the thermal coupling coefficients b i j and ␥ i j . Figure 9 shows the characteristics of the output signal versus the cavity length L on the sample side for several thermal diffusivities of the test gas in that intracavity space. The cavity length at the reference side is fixed W/cm K), and I 1 ϭI 2 , ⌬ϭ180°. The modulation frequency is 30 Hz. As can be seen, if the gases in the two cavities are different, the amplitude minimum line shape and its position vary sensitively with the relative thermal diffusivities of the two gases: lower diffusivity of the test gas results in a sharper and deeper amplitude minimum line shape positioned closer to the detector. The opposite is true for higher test-gas diffusivity. As expected, the output signal decreases to zero when the scanned cavity length on the sample side is equal to L 1 when the gases in the two cavities are identical, and the phase also becomes indeterminate at the point of LϭL 1 ͓see also Figs 4͑b͒, curve ͑b͒, and 7͑b͔͒. The signal phase past the indeterminate point, however, is a very sensitive function of the test-gas thermal diffusivity ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒, and switches from lead to lag as the test gas turns from a poorer to a better conductor than the reference. The dual-cavity gas sensor is expected to be more sensitive to test-gas thermophysical properties ͑diffusivity and conductivity͒ than its single-cavity counterpart, 5 owing to the suppression of the thermal base line and the real-time differential measurement effected by this novel cavity design.
A quantitative way to monitor minute changes in thermophysical properties of the intracavity gases can be devised. In this measurement method, the two cavity lengths are fixed at the same value, i.e., LϭL 1 , and the output signal is calibrated to zero when the two cavities are exposed to the same gaseous medium. Thereafter, any relative changes between the two intracavity gases will be sensitively monitored by a nonzero output. Figures 10 and 11 show how this differential gas sensor is expected to behave theoretically at several cavity lengths L, such that LϭL 1 and various modulation frequencies ( f ) using Eq. ͑13͒. The same parameters as those in Fig. 9 were used in the simulation. In Fig. 10 , the values of thermal diffusivity (␣ 3 ) and conductivity (k 3 ) of the intracavity gas were assumed to depart linearly from those of the ambient ͑background air͒ with the forms ␣ 3 ϭ͓0.22ϩn*1.6ϫ10 Ϫ3 ͔ cm 2 /s and k 3 ϭ͓2.62ϩn*8ϫ10 Ϫ3 ͔ ϫ10 Ϫ4 W/cm K, where n is an integer from 0 to 125. At the starting point (nϭ0) of Fig. 10 , the parameters of the test gas in region 3 are the same as those in region 2 ͑air͒. Therefore, the output signal amplitude at this point is zero and the phase is indeterminate due to fully destructive thermal-wave interference inside the PVDF. Figure 10 shows that the sensitivity of the sensor in the amplitude channel to the change in thermophysical properties of the gas is enhanced with decreasing cavity length, while the phase channel shows the opposite trend feature from the amplitude. A similar effect can be seen in Fig. 11 , which shows that the sensitivity of the sensor in the amplitude channel is enhanced with decreasing modulation frequency, as expected, since the intracavity thermal-wave power reaching the surface of the sensor is increased. In practice, however, lower frequency operation of the interferometer will result in a larger overall system (1/f ) noise.
IV. DISCUSSION
The successful development of photopyroelectric thermal-wave interferometry must be placed in the proper physical context, in order to understand the peculiar nature of ''thermal-wave interferometry.'' A discussion of the nature of thermal standing-wave patterns leading to the singlecavity sensor consistent with the heat-conduction continuity equation ͑otherwise known as Fourier's law͒ ϪkٌT͑r,t͒ϭF͑r,t͒ ͑14͒
has been given elsewhere. 5 Here F is the thermal-wave flux and k is the thermal conductivity of the medium in which thermal waves propagate diffusively. The essence of the wavelike nature of thermal waves lies in the fact that diffusive temperature-wave propagation cannot sustain reflections at the boundary walls of the cavity ͑or cavities͒, where the thermophysical properties change abruptly. This is so because conduction heat transfer is unidirectional and only activated by existing temperature gradients, which generate net heat fluxes in the appropriate direction of decreasing temperature in the cavity according to the continuity equation, Eq. ͑14͒. This is unlike propagating wave fields ͑acoustic, optical͒, where a definite mode structure exists, which stems from a well-defined completeness relation linking temporally orthogonal eigenfunctions of the motion. 21 In the thermalwave field there are no orthogonal temporal eigenmodes, and thus there is no completeness relation to assure the energy conservation of a mode structure with well-defined energy content ͑harmonic Fourier spectrum͒, a prerequisite for conventional wave phenomena ͑e.g., reflection, refraction, diffraction and polarization͒. Nevertheless, the intracavity space energy distribution can be sufficiently described by the math- FIG. 9 . Theoretical behavior of the destructive interferometric thermophysical PPE gas sensor operating in air ͑reference͒ and in a gaseous ambient, with three different thermal diffusivities. ͑a͒ Amplitude, ͑b͒ phase.
FIG. 10.
͑a͒ Theoretical amplitude, and ͑b͒ phase of the destructive interferometric thermophysical PPE gas sensor signal as a function of the intracavity-gas thermal diffusivity, with cavity length as a parameter. FIG. 11 . ͑a͒ Theoretical amplitude, and ͑b͒ phase of the destructive interferometric thermophysical PPE gas sensor signal as a function of the intracavity-gas thermal diffusivity, with modulation frequency as a parameter.
ematical equivalent of a thermal standing-wave pattern formed by the rate of coherent thermal oscillations transporting an amount of net power across the cavity length. The thermal transport rate is thus controlled by local phase relations of the oscillating thermal energy, fixed by the source and the presence of the cavity wall͑s͒. 5 This intracavity power confinement can be mathematically described by a standing thermal-wave pattern as a function of the intracavity coordinate. Based on this understanding of the wave nature of temporal thermal oscillations as coherent phase superpositions of unidirectionally transported power, Fig. 12 helps describe the physical nature of ͑photo͒thermal-wave dual-beam interferometry introduced in this work: only with the introduction of opposing temperature-wave gradients ͑thermal fluxes͒ in the form of two optothermal heat sources, can propagation of thermal power be achieved in the direction opposite to an existing gradient ͑flux F j ; jϭ1,2), as shown in Fig. 12 . In this situation, interferometric phenomena can be described as linear superpositions of the two unidirectional thermal-wave fields launched photothermally from opposite directions. It is to be noted that the role of the optical beams is limited in the energy conversion process of the modulated beams into thermal-wave surface sources and that no optical interferences occur anywhere in the configurations of Figs. 1 or 12 ͑whence the name ''purely thermalwave interferometry''͒. Assuming equal laser fluences on both sides of the PPE transducer, when both beams are on ͑in-phase operation͒, the net thermal flux into the PVDF detector is maximum, as the inward fluxes from both surfaces add across the thickness of the transducer to generate the maximum possible temperature at that instant ͓Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ and 12͑a͔͒. Conversely, when both beams are off ͑still in-phase operation͒, the stored thermal energy conductively diffuses out of the PVDF from both surfaces. This creates the maximum outward flux resulting in the minimum possible temperature across the transducer at that instant of the oscillation cycle ͓Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ and 12͑b͔͒. The linear superposition of the two thermal-wave fields ͑front and back surface͒ yields the mathematical equivalent of constructive interference of the thermal waves generated in the bulk of the film, in the language of conventional propagating wave fields. 22, 23 On the other hand, when the two laser beams are out of phase by exactly 180°, the inward thermal flux from the surface temperature gradient due to the incidence of one beam is exactly balanced by the outward flux from the opposite-surface temperature gradient due to the absence of the other beam at all instants of the oscillation cycle ͓Fig. 12͑c͔͒. The result is that the overall thermal content of the transducer remains dynamically fixed at all times, yielding a ͑theoretically͒ zero lock-in output. Again, the linear superposition of the two fluxes across the film results in the mathematical equivalent of fully destructive interference of the two out-of-phase thermal waves, in the language of propagating fields. The operation of the present PPE interferometric device is based on the base line suppression afforded by the dynamic steady state flux balance of configuration Fig.  12͑c͒ .
V. CONCLUSIONS
A novel thermal-wave interferometric device was demonstrated using photopyroelectric detection. A onedimensional theoretical approach to the PPE signal output of the interferometer was developed and several operation modes were examined. The figure-of-merit ͑one-beam/twobeam signal amplitude ratio͒ of the new instrument was estimated to be on the order of 3000 if a 5 mW laser was employed. Both theoretically and experimentally, it was found that optical-mode operation of the new PPE interferometer yields high-resolution imaging of optical structures, which are usually limited by the base line of single-ended PPE operation. A PPE measurement of the differential optical absorption coefficient between nominally identically manufactured transparent solids ͑Schott BK7 window glasses͒ was performed in the thermally contacting mode. In addition, high-resolution scanned images of optical defects in a Ti-sapphire laser disk were obtained. The new device is expected to be useful for optical studies and scanning imaging of highly transparent media, as well as a high-resolution thermophysical gas sensor.
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